
All you have to do to get your form in front of donors is copy and paste its 
unique URL, found in the form’s Promote tab, into an email, on a website, 
or in a social media post. 

Then use your form’s Statistics page to track the performance of each 
custom link and evaluate which tactics are the most successful!

Now that you’ve been given a community form for your Indivisible chapter, 
you have access to ActBlue’s cutting-edge fundraising features. Here are 
some tips for taking advantage of them so you can take your fundraising to 
the next level!

We hope this helps you launch a successful fundraising program! 
To learn more, visit the ActBlue guide to community forms at 
support.actblue.com/tutorial/#guide-to-community-forms

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR COMMUNITY FORM!

You can also add a word or phrase here — 
known as a refcode — to your form’s 
URL and create custom links for 
volunteers, platforms, different dollar
amounts, and more. 

Expand your reach by using the 
social share feature, which allows 
donors to share on social media that 
they contributed to your form. You can 
customize the content that will be shared 
on Twitter or Facebook if a donor uses 
this feature, and even include an image!

It’s easy to edit the text on your 
form. Tailor the title and ask to  
your message to help you connect 
with supporters. Check out the 
distributed fundraising FAQ section 
on Indivisible HQ to make sure your 
message is compliant.

And plan for the future by  
asking donors who make  
one-time contributions for a  
recurring contribution with a 
pop-up recurring ask that you 
can customize with an image. 

DON’T FORGET:   

• If you’re entering contributions in person or over the phone from 
multiple donors, launch your form in an incognito or private Internet 
browser window. Additionally, you cannot change donor information 
after a contribution has been submitted.  

• It’s best to use images that are hosted on secure websites on  
your forms. Contact ActBlue if you have questions about using  
secure images!


